Magistrate Jami Vigil

Magistrate Vigil has been a member of the Colorado Lawyer advisory board since July 2017. She is a frequent contributor to the publication and recently authored a five-article series on problem solving courts.

PROFILE

Describe yourself in five words.
I try to be: patient, a good listener, diligent, compassionate, and fair.

Why did you become a lawyer?
I went to law school because I wanted to help people.

What’s the best advice you’ve ever been given?
I was fortunate to receive much excellent advice from my grandfather. Two of the most important things he stressed were to always treat others with respect and to be of service. I try to live by that every day.

What is your favorite place to escape to in Colorado?
I enjoy everywhere so long as I am with my family.

If you weren’t a lawyer, you’d be:
Still trying to figure this one out!
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Do you know a CBA member who should be featured in Under Oath? Email nominations to Brendan Baker at bbaker@cobar.org.
MGMT HQ

The CBA is partnering with Affinity Consulting Group to bring you a **new member benefit coming early 2018** that will include a year-round portal offering:

- Monthly webinars
- Technology tutorials and resources
- Checklists, tech reviews and recommendations
- Plus a whole lot more

I’M LOOKING FOR MORE CLES that affect me and my firm

Give me new tactics and strategies on **HOW TO BUILD MY CLIENT BASE**

It’s hard to keep up with **TECHNOLOGY**. Help!

Visit cobar.org/mgmtHQ

To the Rescue
Client relationships are our highest priority at Husch Blackwell. Our passion is applying our deep industry knowledge to help companies identify opportunities, resolve issues and, ultimately, advance business objectives. That’s what we do.

We are proud to be a part of Denver’s vibrant business community, and our attorneys welcome the chance to help your organization grow and thrive.